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ActiveMover: Quick precision movement 
Rexroth's new transfer system with linear motors is quick, precise and able to 
deal with heavy workloads 

 
Rexroth ActiveMover transfer system: workpiece pallet changeover times ranging from 0.1 seconds 
shorten cycle times in short cycle applications.  

With workpiece pallet changeover up to ten times as fast, Rexroth's new 
ActiveMover transfer system significantly increases productivity in short 
cycle applications. Linear motors with an integrated measuring system 
position the sturdy workpiece pallets very precisely on a closed type 
trackway using a powerful drive that provides a force of up to 160 N. 

The transfer system consists of straight section and curve units with vertically 

installed low-wear linear motors. These accelerate workpiece pallets with forces 

of up to 4 g, making the system extremely dynamic. The maximum speed is 150 

m/min. The changeover time for the magnetically coupled workpiece pallets 

ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 seconds, depending on their size. Users therefore achieve 

time savings of up to 90% compared to conventional transfer systems. In 

practice, they achieve productivity improvements of up to 20 percent by using 

ActiveMover –  but without precision being compromised in any way: the 

ActiveMover workpiece pallets move into any chosen position with a 

repeatability of +/- 0.01 mm, which consequently enhances process reliability. 
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The integrated measuring system means that no additional indexing is 

necessary.  

Users can use as many workpiece pallets as they want on the straight section 

and curve units, and they can control them individually. The travel direction, 

speed, acceleration, position and process sequence of each workpiece pallet can 

be programmed as desired. Integrated collision control ensures safe operation. 

ActiveMover communicates via ProfiNet or Ethernet I/P with any chosen process 

control system, and it automates short cycle applications in a very flexible 

manner. In addition, the workpiece pallets are prepared for the integration of 

identification systems.  

The transfer system combines the conveyor section and 180-curve units into a 

freely configurable closed trackway. The vertical arrangement of the workpiece 

pallets means that they can be easily accessed from any side. With a drive force 

of 160 N, they can carry a payload of up to ten kilograms. The holder width is up 

to 500 mm. Existing drilled holes simplify the installation of customer-specific 

workpiece holders. The system transports sensitive products very gently and it 

consequently caters for a wide range of installation applications in electronics 

manufacturing, the automotive supply industry, and the medical technology and 

life science fields. 

The enclosed power electronics achieve a protection category of IP65. The 

predrilled holes in the sturdy frame made of painted steel facilitate the integration 

of processing stations and protective enclosures. 

 
 
Economical, precise, safe, and energy efficient: drive and control technology from Bosch 

Rexroth moves machines and systems of any size. The company bundles global application 

experience in the market segments of Mobile Applications, Machinery Applications and 

Engineering, and Factory Automation to develop innovative components as well as tailored 

system solutions and services. Bosch Rexroth offers its customers hydraulics, electric drives 

and controls, gear technology, and linear motion and assembly technology all from one source. 

With locations in over 80 countries, more than 33,700 associates generated sales revenue of 

approximately 5.6 billion euros in 2014. 

To learn more, please visit www.boschrexroth.com 
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About Bosch 

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 

360,000 associates worldwide (as per April 1, 2015). The company generated sales of 49 billion 

euros in 2014.* Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial 

Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. The Bosch Group 

comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440 subsidiary and regional companies in some 

60 countries. Including its sales and service partners, Bosch is represented in roughly 150 

countries. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales network is the foundation for 

further growth. In 2014, Bosch applied for some 4,600 patents worldwide. The Bosch Group’s 

strategic objective is to create solutions for a connected life. Bosch improves quality of life 

worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short, Bosch 

creates technology that is “Invented for life.” 

Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com and 

http://twitter.com/BoschPresse 

*The sales figure disclosed for 2014 does not include the former joint ventures BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 

(now BSH Hausgeräte GmbH) and ZF Lenksysteme GmbH (now Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH), which have 

since been taken over completely.# # # 

 


